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Introduction
The study of scoring on selected-response items is still continuing in educational
assessment in recent decades. Previous studies have examined this issue for the
following purposes: to evaluate teachers’ competency (Martin & Itter, 2014), to
develop construction and scoring on selected-response items (Emaikwu, 2015), to
compare the assessment using the question of multiple choice and constructed
response (Hickson, Reed, & Sander, 2012; Stankous, 2016), to obtain immediate
feedback assessment techniques (Merrel et al., 2015), and to propose a more
comprehensive framework of writing a more sophisticated format of selected response
items in hopes of reduced guesswork (Bush, 2015). However, all of those purposes are
designed to improve the validity and reliability of the selected response items
developed within those studies (Ali, Carr & Ruit, 2016)
Despite the various weaknesses of selected-response assessment items, including
the issue of validity and reliability, facts show that this method of testing is still
dominantly used, especially in large-scale tests with speedily delivered results
(Oosterhof, 2003; Rodriguez, 2005; Merrel et al., 2015). This is because the execution of
the test with selected-response items takes less time, requires a quick process, is easy
to score, and has a high degree of objectivity (Wooten et al., 2014; Baghaei &
Dourakhshan, 2016).
However, the use of selected-response items to measure, especially, the mastery of
physics ability, has a number of weaknesses, particularly when the scoring is done
using a dichotomous model. The topics of physics are known as a continuum, ranging
from very simple to very complicated cognition, so the assessment instrument of
physics ability, should include a representative scope of content and competence
(Klein, et. al., 2017). Thus, when a person seeks to understand or master the subject of
physics, his/her understanding or mastery can be in a position among all the possible
positions in the continuum. The person's ability, position can be anywhere and is not
limited to the lowest or highest position. Therefore, if a person's ability is assessed,
then the result of his judgment cannot be forced to be dichotomous, which is to say
high or low. Furthermore, the problem-solving in physics also has a number of stages
(Adeyemo, 2010). Therefore, if a person's ability to solve a physics problem is assessed,
the results of his or her judgment should not only be indicated in the final result but
should demonstrate a knowledge of all stages leading up to find the outcome. The
results of the assessment should be able to describe the student’s achievements at each
stage. Moreover, the phases of solving physics problems generally reflects various
levels of complexity. When a person is able to complete a stage, then the assessment
of his or her performance should also vary depending on the weight of its complexity.
Based on the reasons listed above, the scoring of physics ability should be done
analytically with regard to the results of each stage. According to Wiseman (2012)
analytical scoring provides better assessment results than holistic scoring.
The use of selected-response items in assessing physics ability often causes
students to answer the questions by guessing. To reduce the inaccuracies that may
result from this practice, the incorrect answer needs to be punished under the
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understanding that one should be cautious because penalties for incorrect answers
could intimidate students (Holt, 2006). In analytical scoring, penalties can be
integrated by weighting of each stage of solving physics problems. Therefore, another
scoring model of selected response questions should be developed to test physics
ability that considers completion stages, the weighting of each of those stages, and the
responsibility to answer questions. It is hoped that with such scoring patterns that even
though the assessment uses selected responses item, the judgment of the results will
have many categories, or in other words, that they may be polytomous. Bond & Fox
(2007) stated that adding a number of categories to the scoring will increase the
reliability of the measurement. If the measurement of the results is reliable, then the
assessment based on the results will be more accurate.
The current study aims to develop a polytomous scoring model based on
weighting, focusing on complexity and assigning penalties for the incorrect answer of
each stage of solving a given physics problem. In order for each stage to be analytically
scored, an alternative multiple-choice question, or so-called as multiple-correct item,
was selected. Questions in multiple-correct items are more efficient because they can
generate better memory retention and provide more correct information (Bishara &
Lanzo, 2015). Also, one question can be designed to measure multiple capabilities of
the same dimensions (Haladyna et al., 2002), and it was also empirically proven to be
more reliable than multiple choice items (Frisbie, 1992). Thus, the results of this study
are expected to produce a model of polytomous scoring for multiple correct items so
as to be able to estimate students’ ability in physics more accurately.

Method
Research Design
This is a development research study following Fenrich’s model (2004) (see Figure
1). The result of this development is a polytomous scoring model for multiple correct
items. The model encompasses the phases of analysis, planning, design, development,
and implementation; each of which provides an opportunity for possible evaluation
and revision.

Analysis

Implementation

Development

Evaluation and
Revision

Planning

Design

Figure 1. Fenrich model development cycle (Fenrich, 2004)
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The analysis was carried out by focusing on the scoring method, which uses a
partial-credit model instead of the dichotomous scoring model that only considers two
options: Yes or No. The use of a partial-credit model on multiple choice questions has
been investigated by several scholars (see e.g. Wright & Masters, 1982; Grunert et al.,
2013 and King et al., 2004). However, the scores of each option are based on partial
assumptions, for example 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1. This study’s analytical scoring is
designed according to the weight of the complexity of each option and imposes
penalties for incorrect answers. This relates to Ayedemo's (2010) statement suggesting
that problems in physics typically require multi-stage problem-solving strategies.
Therefore, the scoring needs to consider the weight of each stage. Also, this follows
Holt's (2006) suggestion that the prudence of the punishment can reduce the
carelessness of students in guessing as they answer multiple choice questions.
The scoring design described above can be applied to multiple-correct items, i.e.
multiple-choice items with more than one correct option. This item format was
selected because it can measure the number of stages of problem solving within
physics. With multiple-correct item formats, it is possible that the stem of the problem
in the items is in the form of a physics problem while the options are in the form of
stages of problem solving. All options can be designated as being correct or incorrect.
Based on previous research, it has been proven that multiple-correct items are more
reliable and provide more advantages than traditional multiple-choice items (with
only one correct option) (Frisbie, 1992; Haladyna et al., 2002; and Bishara & Lanzo,
2015).
The process of evaluation and revision were also carried out reciprocally
throughout the development and test phases as shown by the two-way arrows in
Figure 1. The results of the analysis emphasize the planning, design, and development
of the problem along with the scoring model. The results of the four steps were
evaluated by the experts, which in this case are physics lecturers through the
validation mechanism. Validation results were used to revise the design of problems
in the multiple correct items developed as well as their scoring. When the
implementation phase was conducted, the activities of evaluation and revision were
also conducted so that the representative respondents, either senior high school
students (high, middle, and low) or undergradute students (physics, chemistry, and
biology majors) were equally obtained.

Research Sample
The sample for this study were 140 high school students, coming from three
different high schools in Surabaya, Indonesia and 410 first-year undergraduate
students from four different majors within the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural
Sciences, Universitas Negeri Surabaya, Indonesia.

Research Instruments and Procedures
There were two types of multiple-correct item format developed in this study:
items with three options and items with four options. The number of items for each
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type is fifteen. The following is an example of a multiple-correct item with three
options complete with its weighted analytical scoring model developed in this study.
A 200-gram bullet is fired vertically upward from the ground with a
speed of 60 m/s. If the gravitational acceleration g = 10 m/s 2, then:
(a) The maximum height reached by the bullet is 180 meters
(b) At the highest point, the energy of the bullet is 360 joules
(c) At its highest point, the bullet has neither speed nor acceleration
Because this is in the form of a multiple-correct item, then each option is likely to
be true and the participants are permitted to choose more than one option. The analytic
scoring guide for each of the above responses is shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Analytical Scoring Guide
Completion stage

Analytic score
for each stage

The bullet reaches its highest point when vt = 0
The maximum level reached is given by
602

Total score
for each
option

1

𝑉02
2𝑔

ℎmax =
= 180 meter
2.10
 Proposition given in option (a) is
correct
At the highest level, the bullet will not be
moving; thus, for a moment, vt = 0, so EK highest =
0.
The bullet energy’s at its highest level = potential
energy = initial kinetic energy.
Ehighest = Ep = mgh = (0.2)(10)(180) = 360 joule
or
Ehighest = EKi = ½ mv2 = (½)(0,2)(60)2 = 360 joule
 Proposition given in option (b) is
correct
The object moves vertically up and then moves
down to the earth. At its highest point, the object
has no movement for a moment, so it has no
speed.
The object has a constant acceleration, including
when it is at its highest point, that is, gravitation
acceleration.
 The proposition given in option (c) is
incorrect

1

3

1
1

1
3
1

1

2
1

Based on the above scoring guidelines, if the test taker chooses option (a), he/she
gets a score of 3; does not select option (a), gets a score (-3); selects option (b), gets a
score of 3; does not select option (b) gets a score (-2); selects option (c), gets a score of
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(-2); and does not select option (C), gets a score of 2 because the proposition in option
(c) is incorrect. The following scoring categories are obtained for all possible response
patterns to this question as follows:
Table 2
Polytomous Scoring Based on Analytical Weighting and Penalty System
Pattern of responses
Score for each option
Total
score
(a)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(b)
(c)
3
-3
2
2

-3
3
2
2

-3
-3
-2
-8

3
3
2
8


3
-3
-2
-2


-3
3
-2
-2


3
3
-2
4



-3
-3
2
-4

Category
4
4
1
6
3
3
5
2

Table 2 shows that in the polytomous scoring model developed in this study, the
ability of test participants can be assigned to one of six categories, namely categories 1
through 6. Whereas if using dichotomous scoring, there are only two possible
categories, namely score 1 for participants who choose options (a) and (b) but not (c)
and score 0 for participants who choose any other combination.
The developed model of polytomous scoring, as illustrated in Table 1, has the
following stages: (a) developing analytic scoring guidelines for each problem-solving
step by considering the weight of its complexity, (b) identifying all possible response
patterns, (c) scoring based on the response patterns and the assigned weight of each
stage, (d) assigning a positive score for a correct answer and a negative score for an
incorrect answer, (e) calculating the total score by adding the scores of each
option/step, and (f) correlating the total score equivalent to a category or level.

Data Analysis
After the responses of the test participants were categorized according to the
developed model, they were then analyzed by the Quest program (Adams & Khoo,
1996) in order to estimate the participants’ abilities () and to obtain the standard
estimation error. The Quest program was selected because it is relatively simple due
to its being limited to only one parameter of items, which is the Rasch model which
applies an item response theory approach. The IRT approach and the Rasch model
were chosen because this a study that assumes that guessing is a part of a student’s
ability and that all items that fit the model have equivalent discriminations so that
items are only described by a single parameter (1 PL).
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Results
Before analyzing the participants’ aptitude and the difficulty of the items using
Quest (Adams & Khoo, 1996), the authors first conducted the so-called ‘fit item
analysis’ using an infit and outfit mean square and an infit and outfit t, as shown in
Table 3.
Table 3

Fit Item Analysis
Infit
mean square
1.00
1.00

Scoring
Dichotomous
Polytomous

Outfit
mean square
1.04
1.00

Infit
t
0.10
-0.02

Outfit
T
0.27
-0.04

The data or responses are said to fit within the Rasch model when the infit and
outfit mean’s square value is close to 1 and the infit and outfit t are near 0 (Adams &
Khoo, 1996). Table 3 shows that the responses of the test participants used in this study
fit within the Rasch model, although the fit of dichotomous scores was lower than that
of the polytomous scores.
The Quest program’s estimations for a number of the upper secondary school
student participants are shown in Table 4, and the summary of the mean is presented
in Table 5.
Table 4
The of Physics-Aptitude Estimation of Several Participants
Dichotomous Scoring
Polytomous Scoring
Name

Score

Score
Max

Estimate

Error

Name

Score

Score
Max

Estimate

Error

14
27
32
33
68
76
78
81
82
83
103
105
111
112
118
140

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62
-1.62

0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

14
27
32
33
68
76
78
81
82
83
103
105
111
112
118
140

23
37
36
32
33
20
29
30
29
25
29
27
30
32
42
27

69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

-0.46
0.15
0.11
-0.06
-0.02
-0.60
-0.19
-0.15
-0.19
-0.37
-0.19
-0.28
-0.15
-0.06
0.37
-0.28

0.22
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.23
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
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Based on the data in Table 4, it can be seen that the polytomous scoring method
developed for this study yields a better capability to estimate the participants’ physics
ability than the estimations made using dichotomous scoring. This can be seen from
the ability to estimate the ability of test participants in more detail. Of the 140
participants in the upper secondary school sample, sixteen students in the
dichotomous scoring had the same estimated aptitude of -1.62 logits, but on the
polytomous scoring of those sixteen students, the participants had different aptitude
estimates ranging from -0.60 to 0.37 logits. On the other hand, of the 410 of
undergraduate-student participants, as many as 151 participants are estimated to have
the same aptitude, measured at -3.41 logits, the lowest ability. Meanwhile, when their
abilities were scored using polytomous scoring, there was only 1 person who had the
lowest aptitude, while the others had a higher estimation of their abilities measured
by various scores.
Polytomous scoring provides a more accurate estimation of the participants’
capabilities. This can be seen from the standard deviation (SD) values as shown in
Table 5.
Table 5
Means of Estimation and Standard Deviation (SD) for the Participants’ Ability
Dichotomous scoring
Participants

Upper
secondary
students
Undergraduate
students

Polytomous Scoring

Number of
categories

Mean of
ability

SD

Number of
categories

Mean
of
ability

SD

2

-2.47

0.56

3–7

-0.07

0.22

2

-2.76

0.81

5–10

-0.08

0.18

Table 5 shows that the standard deviation (SD) of ability in the polytomous scoring,
which has more categories, is always smaller than the standard deviation resulting
from dichotomous scoring. Those results were consistently obtained for both uppersecondary and undergraduate-student participants. Based on the above results, it can
be concluded that the greater number of categories in a scoring system, the smaller the
standard deviation of estimation is, meaning that the result of the assessment will
contain fewer errors and be closer to the actual ability.
Quest analysis also maps the estimation of the students’ ability and item difficulty
for dichotomous and polytomous scoring, as shown in Figures 2 (a) and (b) for upper
secondary school student and Figures 3 (a) and (b) for first-year undergraduate
student participants.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 2. The mapping of the estimation of the upper secondary school students’
ability and the item difficulty for (a) dichotomous scoring and (b) polytomous scoring
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The mapping of the first-year undergraduate student s’ ability and level of
difficulty of the items based on the results of (a) dichotomous scoring and (b)
polytomous scoring

Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations
Overall, the results of this analysis as indicated by Table 4 show that polytomous
scoring’s having more categories than dichotomous scoring makes the measurement
results more accurate. This is analogous to measuring tools used in everyday life: i.e.
the more strips or scale lines that a measuring device has, the more thorough the
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measurement. On a ruler a distance of 1 mm is represented only by two lines, while
on a slide rule, a distance of 1 mm is subdivided into 10 or 20 lines. Thus,the
measurement resulting from the slide rule can become more accurate than that of the
ruler. Bond & Fox (2007) stated that scoring within many categories can estimate the
ability of test participants better than an assessment with fewer categories. Donoghue
(2005), in an article on reading scores, reported that polytomous scoring yields an
average of about two to three times the average function of dichotomous scoring
information. The greater the information function, the more accurate the resulting
estimate (Hambleton et al., 1991, Lin, 2008).
As mentioned above, the improvement of accurary in scoring physics ability
assessments can also be claimed as the contribution of the analysis of the suitability of
the developed scoring models with the items formats and characteristics of the physics
content. Problem solving is a fundamental part of studying physics, and the students
do not solve most problems at the desired level of proficiency (Redish et al., 2006).
When the stages of problem-solving are formulated as self-selected options in
multiple-correct items and each answer in the option is analytically assessed based on
the degree of difficulty, the student's ability can be measured in more detail than if
judged only by dichotomous scoring based on the final result of their problem solving.
Haladyna et al. (2002), who reviewed various forms of multiple-choice questions,
stated that in the development of choice questions, it is not only important to consider
the content examined in the questions developed but also the methodological
viewpoints used in the development process. If multiple-choice questions are
methodically designed to analytically record the students’ thinking processes and
record such stages, then such questions will be able to assess students more accurately.
Figures 2 and 3 show that the estimation of the participants’ aptitude under
polytomous scoring tends to illustrate the real condition of a group of participants
because it has a normal distribution with an average value close to 0, whereas the mean
estimation of participants’ ability under dichotomous scoring tends to tilt to the left.
The polytomous item-person maps shown in Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate how the test
is well matched to the sample (Bond & Fox, 2007). It is also known that the estimation
of item difficulty by using polytomous scoring is more accurate and detailed than the
dichotomous scoring results although both are relatively consistent in estimating the
item difficulty of the most difficult and easiest items. Figures 2 and 3 also demonstrate
that the estimation of the degree of difficulty of the problem within polytomous
scoring stretches further and generates a more detailed report than that of
dichotomous scoring. Like a ruler, the polytomous scoring system with the analytical
weighting approach developed in this study produced a more detailed ruler on a
smaller-scale as opposed to the dichotomous scoring’s basic ruler with its wider-scale.
For the upper secondary school student participants, Figure 2 shows that both
dichotomous and polytomous scoring indicated that item number 9 was the most
difficult item. However, for the undergraduate participant, Figure 3 shows the most
difficult problem was item number 2. For the easiest problem, both undergraduate
student and upper secondary school student respondents showed a difference
between the two scoring methods. Figure 2 shows that the most difficult item in
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dichotomous scoring was item number 14, while the most difficult item in polytomous
scoring was item number 10, especially in regard to reaching level 1 (10.1). For
undergraduate students, the easiest item in dichotomous scoring was number 4, while
in polytomous scoring, the easiest item was number 14, especially 14.3. The above
results show that the scoring of responses of the difficult items, often coming from the
respondents with high ability, are relatively consistent both dichotomously and
polytomously. The consistent responses can be interpreted as the product of an actual
thinking process among the respondents, instead of simply guessing. Meanwhile, the
responses to the easy problem might come from the respondents with low ability,
especially since they were empirically proven to be inconsistent, demonstrating that
they might be the result of guessing.
The results of this study indicate that polytomous scoring is able to estimate more
the abilities of the participants in more detail, yield a smaller standard deviation than
that of dichotomous scoring, and cause the distribution of the estimates of participants’
ability closer to a normal distribution. The above results serve as empirical evidence
that weighted polytomous scoring is able to estimate students’ physics ability more
accurately than dichotomous scoring. The results of this study are in keeping with the
results of Jiao et al. (2012) who applied computerized adaptive tests (CAT) on a large
scale and found that polytomous scoring yielded a slightly more precise estimate of
ability than dichotomous scoring. Also, the results are similar to the results of research
of Grunert et al. (2013), which show that polytomous scoring on a chemical exam
yields a higher percentage average score than dichotomous scoring. The results of this
study along with the results of research by Jiao et al. (2012) and Grunert et al. (2013)
have become empirical evidence of the statements of Baker et al. (2000), Tognolini &
Davidson (2003), Wu (2003), and Bond & Fox (2007) that argue that multiple-category
scoring (polytomous) can estimate the test-takers’ aptitude better than that of
dichotomous scoring.
The new finding of the development of polytomous scoring based on analytical
weighting and a penalty system developed in this study as compared to previous
polytomous scoring, especially in estimating students’ physics ability, is its ability to
appreciate respondents’ thinking processes on a step-by-step basis when they are
selecting response items. Because the appreciation for every step also considers the
complexity of each option, then polytomous scoring system will not only be more
accurate than that of dichotomous scoring but also becomes more equitable in
estimating respondents’ abilities and ensures that points are awarded for ability rather
than luck (Wiseman, 2012; Holt, 2006). Thus, it can be emphasized that the
polytomous-scoring system based in an analytical weighting and penalizing system
using multiple-correct items is able to estimate physics ability more accurately than
dichotomous scoring. This conclusion is based on the empirical facts that polytomous
scoring is able to estimate more detailed capabilities with smaller average standard
deviations and approximate distributions closer to a normal distribution than
dichotomous scoring.
In summary, the analytical-weighting approach to scoring multiple-correct items
in this study was able to produce a more accurate estimation of physics ability than
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the dichotomous scoring approach. This is indicated by the findings that the scoring
model estimated students’ physics abilities in more detailed and with greater accuracy,
had an approximate distribution closer to the normal distribution, and produced a
standard deviation smaller than that of dichotomous scoring.
Based on the results of this research, it is recommanded that assessments of physics
ability that use selected response items, especially multiple-correct items, on a large
scale can apply the analytical weighting scoring based on the complexity of content
and a penalty system. However, this scoring model might be difficult to apply
manually on a large scale because it requires much more time than the standard
multiple-choice item. Therefore, further research is needed to develop application
software that supports this scoring model.
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